as group editors and Google Wave1 (Davis et al. 2002; Ellis and Gibbs 1989; Sun et al. 1998a, b) . When compared to other concurrency control methods, OT achieves convergence, causality and intention preservation without sacrificing local responsiveness and concurrent work (Sun et al. 1998a) . OT allows users to edit any part of the data which is shared by other users (Bentley and Dourish 1995) .
Review of OT algorithms
In last 25 years of OT algorithms, there are two main challenges in OT: First, most of algorithms require an informal condition known as "Intention Preservation" and their correctness cannot be formally proved. Second: except for (Ressel et al. 1996) , all existing OT algorithms only support two character-based operations called insert and delete.
The proposed work studied major OT algorithms (Table 1) including Distributed Operation Transformation (dOPT) algorithm (Ellis and 1989) , the Generic Operational Transformation (GOT) algorithm , GOT Optimized (GOTO) algorithm , State Difference Transformation (SDT) algorithm (Li and Li 2007) , SCOT2 (Suleiman et al. 1998) , SCOT 3/4 algorithm (Vidot et al. 2000) , Adopted (adOPTed) algorithm (Ressel et al. 1996) , Admissibility-Based Transformation (ABT) algorithm (Li and Li 2010) , ABTUndo (ABTU) Algorithm (Li and Li 2007) , admissibility-based sequence transformation (ABST) (Shao et al. 2010a, b) , and Admissibility-Based Transformation with Strings (ABTS) algorithm (Shao et al. 2009 ).
The ABT (Li and Li 2007 ) introduces a correctness criterion called admissibility preservation, in which correctness of admissibility-based transformation (ABT) functions has formally proved. ABTU arranges the operation history in total effects-relation order and improves the time complexity to O(IHI). In the available literature, only GOT, GOTO and ABTS algorithms support string-wise operations. The time complexity of GOT and GOTO algorithms are O(|H 2 |) but time complexity of ABTS is only O(|H|). So due to less time complexity, ABTS is better string-based OT algorithm as compared to GOT and GOTO. The proposed work is focused on string-based OT algorithm which is based on ABT framework.
OT framework
Most of existing OT algorithms have developed under a well-accepted framework with a condition that algorithm cannot be formally proved. In addition, they generally support two character-based primitive operations like insert and delete in a linear data structure. Only three algorithms called as GOT, GOTO and ABTS support primitive string operations. This research paper proposes a new novel OT algorithm for composite string operation Cut-Paste with existing primitive operations.
The insert(p, s) and delete(p, s), insert and delete a string 's' at position 'p' in the shared data, respectively. The proposed work has introduced a new composite string operation Cut-Paste (p1, s, p2) which cut from position 'p1' and paste it at position 'p2' in shared data with less time complexity.
In OT, shared data are like a linear string 's' of atomic characters in which objects are referred by their positions 'p' starting from zero in the string and consider two only primitive string operations, called, insert(p, s) and delete(p, s). At site, there exists a common definition state 's' for all operations. The standard notations are summarized in Table 2 (Shao et al. 2009 ). So to perform cut-paste operation, first the substring 's' get deleted from p by operation delete(s, p) and then 's' get inserted at position q by operation insert(s, q). Here, delete(s, p) and insert(s, q) are independent operations. At all sharing sites, transformation functions corresponding to both delete(p, s) and insert(q, s) get called which results in increase in the time complexity.
This research work proposes a single transformation algorithm for composite string operation cut-paste. So all sites require only single transformation function for cut-paste operation. The time complexity of transformation function ITCutPaste for cut-paste operation is same as transformation function for insert or delete ITDI/ITID. It is based on inclusive transformation and ABT Framework so it can be formally proved.
Type of operations
ITCutPaste consists of operations o1, o2 as input and o1′ as output. Operations o1, o2 and o1′ may be string or character operations which operate on shared data in multiuser groupware collaborative applications like group editors.
Definition 1 o1 and o2 are contextually equivalent o1||o2, o1Uo2 and if input is o1 and output then output should be o2→o1′. 
Algorithm ITDCp
Algorithm ITDCp takes as parameters o1 and o2 and return o1′. Here, o1 is deletion operation and o2 is Cut-Paste operation. Here, precondition is o1Uo2 and post-condition is o2→o1′. GSMRITFDD(o1, o2) used in Algorithm ITDCp is transformation algorithm to transform o1 (delete) and o2 (delete) operations.
Algorithm ITICp
Algorithm ITICp takes as parameters o1 and o2 and return o1′. Here, o1 is insertion operation and o2 is Cut-Paste operation. Here, precondition is o1Uo2 and post-condition is o2→o1′.
Algorithm GSMRITFDD
The new algorithm GSMRITFDD is proposed that removed all faults of existing ITDD (Shao et al. 2009) 1. (By line-9) When R2 is completely on the right of R1. In this case, Deletion of R2 does not affect o1 and hence o1 is returned as-is. 2. (By line-7) If R1 is on the right of R2. In this case, after R2 is deleted, we shift o1′.pos by 1o2.strl characters to the left to get transformed string operation o1′. 3. (By line-16) R1 is included in R2. In this case, after o2 is executed, R1 is already deleted. So there is no longer need to execute o1. That is why it returns an empty operation ¢. 4. (By line-13) When R2 partially overlaps with R1 around the left border of R1. After o2 is executed, the left part of R1 is already deleted. Hence, in this case, we need to reset o1.pos so that it will start from (o2.pos). So o1.str only needs to include the right part that is not deleted by o2, starting from (o2.pos + lo2.strl)-o1.pos in the original o1.str. 5. (By line-11) When R2 partially overlaps with R1 around the right border of R1. In this case, this is similar to case (4). After o2 is executed, o1 only needs to delete the left part that is not deleted by o2. 6. (By line-18) R2 is included in R1. The deletion of R2 within R1 divides R1 into three parts, among which the middle overlapping part is already deleted by o2. Hence, o1 must be split into two sub-operations that delete the two remaining substrings left and right, respectively.
Result and discussion
We have implemented ABTS and ITCutPaste in lab using Qualnet and ASP.Net software in multi-user environment. The Benchmark Dataset of online Group Editor is used to verify it. We have implemented existing IT algorithm ABTS and our proposed algorithm ITCutPaste to perform string composite operation cut-paste. We experimentally conclude that ABTS consumed more time by a factor in multiple of |H| as compared to ITCutPaste. ITCutPaste satisfies causality preservation and admissibility preservation.
Correctness proof
If we use ABTS to transform cut-paste string operation and if o1 = "insert" and o2 = "CutPaste", then we need ITID and ITII both for it. ITID applies for all o2.pos ≤ (o1.pos + |o1.str|) and ITII for all o2.pos ≤ o1.pos. Now, ITICp apply only for (o1.pos > o2.pos && o1.pos < p). Time complexity of ITII, ITID and ITICp is of same order. Since ITICp is for less number of operations in less range, so it consumes less or equal time as compared to ITID/ITII. ITICp could not consume more time as compared to ABTS(ITID + ITII) to operate same cut-paste string operation. If we use ABTS to transform cut-paste string operation and if o1 = "delete" and o2 = "CutPaste", then we need ITDI and ITDD both for it. ITDI applies for all o2.pos < (o1.pos + |o1.str|) and ITDD for all o1.pos >= (o2.pos + |o2.str|). Now, ITDCp apply only for (o1.pos > o2.pos && o1.pos < p). Time complexity of ITDD, ITDI and ITDCp is of same order. Since ITDCp is for less number of operations in less range, so it consumes less or equal time as compared to ITDI/ITDD. ITDCp could not consume more time as compared to ABTS (ITDI +ITDD) to operate same cut-paste string operation.
Similarly, time complexity of ITCpD is of same order of ITDD/ITID. But to transform o2 = "delete" and o1 = "CutPaste" in case of ABTS, both ITDD and ITID need to get called for greater range of operations but for ITCutPaste only ITCpD is sufficient for same or less range of operations as compared to either ITDD or ITID of ABTS. Also, time complexity of ITCpI is of same order of ITDI/ITII. But to transform o2 = "insert" and o1 = "CutPaste" in case of ABTS, both ITDI and ITII need to get called but for ITCutPaste only ITCpI is sufficient for same or less range of operations as compared to either ITDI or ITII of ABTS. So ITCutPaste is more efficient.
ABTS time consumption for string operation cut-paste is if 2 O(|H|) then ITCutPaste consumes only O(|H|) time and space complexity.
A graphical representation of ABTS and ITCutPaste time complexity for various cases is shown below.
Conclusion
OT is the best method for concurrency and consistency control in multi-user groupware systems. Most of OT algorithms support character operations and very few support string primitive operations like insert and delete. The proposed algorithm ITCutPaste for string composite operation cut-paste works well in all conditions and handles
